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Abstract.
We are concerned with the smooth pertirhation of
one-parameter groups on von Neumann algebras.
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2. Notation.
If X and Y are Banach spaces, (X, Y) (respectively DIX, Y), CIX, Y))
will denote the closed, densely defined (respectively bounded, compact) linear
operators from X into-V. We put IX) = IX, X) etc.; and (X) to be
those T in IX) such that - iT generates a strongly continuous semigroup.
Then let ‘ IX) = — ‘÷(X). If 0 E e IX,Y) then 0* is a linear map from
\(* into X which is closed and densely defined for the weak *_topologies [3, 71.
Similarly, let C be a linear map from Y into X* which is closed and densely
defined for the weak *_topologies. If x e X, we say x e D(C) if there exists
y in Y such that
KCp, x > = <p., y> p E 0(C).
and define Cx = y. Then C E IX,Y). If T is any map with domain 0 in X
and codomain in Y, then the extended norm is defined by setting
TxU = i-F x e X\O.
—3--
3. Preiipnnaries.
in this section we develop some new notation and tools -for our
perturb—ftion theory, which we shall find particularly useful to handle the
smoothness conditions we impose on our system.
For simplicity and clarity of notation, we will only consider groups,
rather thcn semigroups as in [2, 5].
Now suppose is a separable hilbert space and ± T E If
A E (k() is (T, —T,q) [2, 51 smooth where I < q < , we have seen in [2]
the difficulties which arise when considering smoothness in this system at an
algebra level. However, if we let
—itT itT
a(x) = e x e , X E





and { f 1 A a(x) e1tT H q }l/ IAI II H II
Our perturbation theorem is based on these “weak smoothness” conditions,
and a few calculations by the reader will show that we have raissd [5, Theorem
3.1] to the algebra level. It is useful to keep this motivation in mind.
We are thus led to study spaces such as
B(R, L(]P; S4 )) where I < q <
Then is a dual 6anach space, with predual
VP +
= L (]R ), the projective tensor product,where
I/p + I/q = I.
Again is a dual Banach space if we take
, q -- . .
= 0 L (2P J, the injective bensor product.










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































x(s), m> (z(s), m> a.e. in F, for any m in M.
RENRK 3.7. We thus have a linear map x’ x() from into L(]R; L
This is norm reducing by 3.5 and 3.6:
H (3.8)
Then if f and f(s) E 11 a.e. (e.g. if f is actually in
ii)), then for all z in
<f, z> = f<f(s). z(s)> ds.
If f z the notation f(s) e V. z(s) E l1 will be used
extensi\!ely throughout this paper.
We shall see during the proof of Theorem 5.1. that technical problems
lead us to restrict our attention to consider only von Neumann algebras which
satisfy the following hypothesis.
HYPOTHESIS 39.
We say [1 satisfies this hypothesis if whenever (s) e P1 a.e. in F , and
x, n = 1, 2 is a sequence in such that
i) x(s) = p(s) a.e. in [o, nl,n = 1, 2
ii) II x T < , for a]l n,
then there exists an x in M
satisfying
+





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4. Smoothness -zn operator algebras.
Having set up our apparatus, we proceed to makb our smoothness definitions.
We will use the notation of the previous section with q fixed in (1,c). Let N
be a von Neumann algebra acting on a separable hubert space , (and thus
is ultraweakly countably generated]. Let a be an ultraweakly continuous one—
parameter group of ultraweakly continuous bounded linear maps on N (i.e. each
at is a(N, P1k) continuous operator on N, and t ‘-* < at(x) 4) is continuous
for all x in N, 4 in Nt). For brevity, we will always refer to such a group as
a weakly continuous group on N. We define iT to be the infinitesimal generator
of (a). which is a strongly continuous group on the predual N . We will
eventually perturb such a one—parameter group. This perturbation of T will be
of the furm where k is complex and small, and S a are smooth operators
on N to be defined. (For simplicity, we take the domain of and the codomain
of a to be in N.)
In order to have smooth conditions which are practical, we introduce
an auxiliary weakly continuous one parameter group r on N, which satisfies
the following:
(4.1) There exists a family {ut : t e ]P } in B(), such that ut is
invertible a.e. and
u) r(x) = ux u1 a.e. x E 6(a)
ii) II Lit!1 , u I! N < , for all t in ]R
We then let v u1
Let A c () be affiliated with N.
DEFINITION 4.2.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































by i) and the a(r1,r1) continuity of
It follows by dominated convergence that f 1’I.n] r -± f a( c!j )
as n --
We will use the sequences
n’ n
extensively in the proof of our
perturbation theorem.
ci) If f € with f(s) in [1 ac., then
<f, Z()> f<f(s), [Zr()l (s)> ds
f<(sJ , 9T_s> ds
for all cI E i1 r 0.
5. Main results.
We recall that if w 0, and if T E (X), where X is a Banach space,
0 +
that T is of type w means thdt for all e > 0, that
—(w c)t —itT
lim e o e = 0 , [31.
We can now state our perturbaton theorem (c.f. [5, Theorem 3.1.1].
THEOREM 5.1.
Let. N be a type I von Neumann aiqebra with discrete ceztre acting on a
separable hubert space as in 3.10. Let o be a weakly continuous













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Similarly for the other half iine with Z in
4) iT(kJ is similar to iT. Mors specifically there exists for each k
in 0, two non singular weakly continuous operators W(k) on given by
= <m,> + ik<Y(u), [)>
= <rn,> - ikY(u), Z)>
for all m in 1, q in and satisfying
T(k) = W±(k)1 T W±(k)
Moreover W(k) = a-weak limit a
- t-)-±o:,
5) T(k) I ÷ kcxS÷; T 1(k) -
PROOF.
To construct the perturbed group, we first derive two semigroups
Let U(t)
= at be the unperturbed group. For each fixed m in [I, set
S (t)m = u Aa (m)v for t o.
0 t -t t
By our smoothness assumptions, S ()m E U , S (Jm = Y(m), and
0 JfI o
S()m m m E
Inductively define for n I,
S ()m = (aa SO) S ()m m E N.
n -H) n—I
Then SH)m E and SH)mll Naj II ml!
To construct our perturbed semigroups, we first define operators UCt)
as follows:
For o < t < , n I, consider for m € N, 4 e N
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The sernigroup {UCt,k) : t o} is a weai<Zy continuoMs sernigroup of operators
of N, of type w
PROOF.
Forn 1, u EN, 4> E N, t o
(U(tju,4>> =
Now u - Su = Y(uJ is a(JN) - a(N,N) continuous.
Noreover is weakly continuous.
Hence u -- Su is weakly continuous, which shows that u ÷ < U(t)u, 4>>
is a(N,M) continuous.
It follows that u÷ U(t,k)u is a(N,N) continuous. Noreover, by assumption,
for each fixed 4> in fi, t ‘÷ is a( m’ N
continuous from the right,
so that t ÷ U(tJu is a(N,M continuous from the right. Hence, being the
sum of U(t)u and (_k)n U (t)u, (which converges uniformly and absolutely
n=i
n
with respect to t), U(t,k)u is a(N,N) continuous from the right. That is,
U(t,kJ is waakly (a(N,fi)J continuous from the right. Hence by [7,p.233],
U(t,k) is strongly continuous in t. The last claim is clear.
We denote the infinitesimal generator of U(t,k) by -iT(kJ, for k in
D, and write for U[t,k), t o.
RENARK 5.4.
We may replace T by —T, and define for t o, U(t) by
U(t)
=
= <6n_i)uJ z(4>) u E N, 4> E
A
where S (•)u = Y(u), and S ()u = (a OJS ()u.o n +() n-i
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However, more than the similarity relations is true., The ultraweak limit
± k
W (is) of cy, as t -* ± exist and coincide with W,jk). To show this,
notice that
itT(k) is i(t+r)T(k)
<W+(k)at(u). e = <atatu) + urn f ik< PAa(t+)(u);Se > dr
n--o 0
Hence <W(k)(uL> - <a at(u)) = ik<Y(u).
‘
which tends to zero, as t -±
6. Automorp7’zism groups.
As seen from our motivating example in §3, if the unperturbed system
is a group of automorphisms, then the resulting perturbation need not be.
In this section, we consider how to form groups of *_automorphisms from the
perturbations
Again, N is the von Neumann algebra in 3.10. Suppose a is
a weakly continuous one parameter group of *.automorphisrnz of 11, with an
auxiliary weakly continuous group satisfying (4.1). 6,A € & ($-eJ are
affiliated with N and give left multiplication operators , a respectively, as
defined in 4.2. Suppose (a,I’,a,S) satisfy all the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1.
Note that O is a right ideal in N, and if x € D, y € N then
6(xy) S(x).y. This is the only new property of that we need.
NOTATION 6.1.
If i5 is a linear operator on N, with domain O’5 we define ‘5 to be the linear
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